A fuzzy approximation concept is applied in order to predict results of coupled computational structure mechanics and computational fluid dynamics while solving a problem of steady incompressible gas flow through thermally loaded rec
Introduction
Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) has been the main focus of numerous studies motivated by applications in bridge construction [1] , aeronautics [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , computer hardware design [17] or nuclear [18, 19] , but also in biomechanics and medicine [20] [21] [22] . Advances in computational mechanics algorithms parallel to continually growing computational resources allowed analysis of coupled fluid-structure problems using computer simulation. Different methods for --------------modelling fluid-structure coupling have been extensively investigated [15, 23] . Depending on physical problem assumptions, the models of one- [6, 12, 17, 24] or two-way [5, 7-9, 11, 13, 14, 20, 25-27] load transfer, with various coupling mechanisms ranging from partitioned [7] [8] [9] [10] , weakly [8, 18, 22] coupled approach to strong [1, 10, 17] fully coupled, monolithic schemes, or both [17, 22] coupling strategies were used in order to resolve problems of stability of plates in fluid flow and thin sheet fluttering [2, 16, 28] or fluid-thermal-structure coupled simulation of the response to simultaneous aerodynamic heating and fluctuating pressures [24, [25] [26] [27] . A limited number of studies have considered mutual two-way coupling of aerodynamic heating and structural deformation, while some studies have considered thermal effects by prescribing a steady-state temperature distribution, further simplifying problem by neglecting the transient thermal analysis in addition to two-way coupling [25, 27] . The main reason was that time accuracy and stability of one non-linear fluid-thermal-structural transient analysis is highly sensitive on many modelling issues. The fluid and structural physics operate at significantly smaller time scales than the thermal evolution, thus requiring time marching that can capture the small time scales for time records that encapsulate the longer time scale of the thermal response. A different time integrators shall be used for each physical field solvers with boundary conditions exchanged at most once per time step. This led to extreme computational times and minimizes efficiency of the coupled problem time integrations [25, 26] .
The FSI is largely relied on numerical simulation of two different physical systems: Eulerian CFD perspective of the fluid model which could be based on different space discretization schemes as finite elements [1] , finite difference [3, 12, 19] but frequently on finite volume method [3, 5, 8, 16] , and CSM supported by finite element method (FEM), and Lagrangian formulation of the solid [4, 8, 16, 18, 28] . Reliability of the obtained results depends on the adopted modelling assumptions and the level of approximation of the simulated physical process. In many practical engineering problems is desirable to implement computational techniques based on limited access to numerical/experimental data which allows obtaining reliable necessary information. Emerging soft computing techniques in data processing like neural networks (NN) and fuzzy logic (FL) are widely used to predict performance of complex non-linear systems with limited input data. The NN were implemented to model numerical and experimental data for resolving structural analysis problems [29] , where the parameter identification is formulated and solved as a learning problem for a NN. A Pade approximants-based perturbation technique were implemented into NN in order to predict total strain energy and maximum displacement of stiffened panels with cut-out [30] as well as post buckling behaviour of the composite panels. The back-propagation NN model trained by the characteristic parameters obtained from FEM based computational structural dynamics (CSD) is used to calculate frequency response of the cracked medium subjected to impact loading [31] . Artificial neural networks (ANN) models gave satisfactory results in prediction of some selective parameters of fluid flow as the velocity field in a 90° bend channel [32] , maximum wave run-up on breakwaters [33] or drag force on underwater vehicle [34] . The ANN approach provide high accuracy input-output mapping for non-linear systems modelling, but has one fundamental weakness that is a kind of black box model, incapable of explaining a particular decision to the user in a comprehensible form. The fuzzy inference system (FIS) based on theory of fuzzy sets [35] uses fuzzy reasoning in a form of if-then rules and understandable linguistic terms to map an input to an output space. A FL-based expert system (ES) has been developed in order to predict the results of FE analysis while solving a rubber cylinder compression problem [36] . Since the performance of an ES depends on its knowledge base (KB), an attempt is made to develop the appropriate KB by using a genetic algorithm. Fuzzy expert S237 system, constructed on the results of experimental investigation of aircraft models without and with winglet attached, tested in low subsonic wind tunnel, was successfully used to predict aircraft lift and drag coefficient [37] . A Mamdani and Assilian [38] fuzzy inference model is developed for designing conventional rubble mound structures using experimental small and large scale test data [39] . The experimental data of HC emissions were used to construct KB of Mamdani fuzzy inference model for prediction of emission from engine with and without secondary air supply [40] . The premise of Takagi and Sugeno [41] fuzzy inference model is that description of fuzzy subspace of inputs and its consequence is a linear input-output relation. An adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) training routine for Sugeno-type FIS was successfully used in modelling fatigue behaviour of a multidirectional composite laminate [42] where the neuro-fuzzy model is evaluated on experimentally determined fatigue data. In order to forecast CO 2 emission based on field measurements of traffic frequency and CO 2 emission [43] a feed forward NN, non-linear autoregressive exogenous re-current NN and ANFIS models were developed and compared.
Except the experimental results, soft computer models are able to process the results of CSD, CFD [30, 31, 36] or FSI numerical simulations [34, 44] . One underline the study [44] where multiple ANN and ANFIS models were constructed on the results of one-way FSI numerical analysis for monitoring Francis turbine conditions and prediction of damage in the turbine. Among the influences originated to process of soft computing modelling as KB construction, training and testing of the model investigated in papers [30, 34, 36, 39, 43] pointed out that reliability of the results of prediction of some physical event strongly depends on the size and representativity of the selected input data set [30, 33, 44] , later one related to nonlinearity of the observed physical process [33, 36, 44] which should be described by selected data. The wide ranges of the soft computing prediction accuracy compared to the experimentally, theoretically or numerically obtained results were reported, from couple of per cents [34, 37, 40, 42, 44] up to more than 50% [33, 36, 39] .
The main scope of this work was to evaluate influence of deformation of thermally loaded, thin-walled rectangular channel on gas flow through it and vice versa by solving both direct and inverse problems. The structure under consideration was one air-coal mixture channel of the burner section on Unit A1, TPP Nikola Tesla, Obrenovac, Serbia, ( fig. 1 ). In solving direct problem, the results of FSI numerical simulation by coupling CSD and CFD are obtained. In the inverse problem, FIS and ANFIS models are formed based on the characteristic parameters extracted from the results provided by direct approach. The temperature of the air-coal mixture at the inlet of channel ranges from 170-220 °C depending on mill load, transport gas supply, coal characteristics and grinding quality. In order to decrease operating costs and air pollutants emission, it was planned to supplement existing heavy oil system for boiler start-up with a new system based on coal gasification by low temperature air plasma [45] . Plasma system efficiency depends on the flow condition and oxygen/particles distribution in the channel [46] . The study [45] analysed the impact of the process of gasification by low temperature plasma on the channel structure, obtaining that temperature of the inner wall surface of the channel will reach the level of 720 °C. The air-coal mixture channel is made of rectangular steel plates of thickness t = 10 mm, with layers of glass wool insulation attached outside and covered with aluminium mantle. The channel-consists of three sections ( fig.1 ) whit plasma generator positioned laterally in the inlet cross-section. The plates are classified as thin (8…10 ≤ b/t ≤ 80…100, where b is width of the plates) [47] . The gravity and difference of pressures acting on the inner and outer surface of the horizontal plate triggers out-of-plane displacement of the plate in buckling-half-wave manner, while deformation of the vertical plate is conditioned by thermal load and strainstress state in the horizontal plates. As lower-bound estimates of plate capability in design, an classical solutions of thermal buckling of one rectangular plate with simply supported edge are typically used, especially when boundary conditions are not know with certainty [47] . The lowest buckling load occurs at m = 1, n = 1, so plate buckle in one-half wave form in both direction. When temperature distribution is uniform over the surface of the plate or symmetric about the diagonal line buckling will occur. Otherwise, stress distribution symmetry does not exist, so bending, bowing, or curling will occur, not buckling [47] .
Numerical approach based on time-dependent two-way coupling of CSD and CFD by using commercial numerical codes ANSYS CFX adapted to flow simulation and ANSYS adapted to structural dynamics is implemented. Computer codes runs simultaneously and exchange fluid loads and displacements of solid structure within each FSI [19] . Using results of fully coupled FSI numerical simulations a several FL based models were developed. Finally, the results of prediction obtained by soft numerical computation are compared to the results of the FSI code coupling simulations. According to author's knowledge, there was no work published since that is dealing with FL based prediction of interaction of thin-walled structure and fluid flow based on the results of two-way FSI code coupling numerical calculations.
Description of the developed models
In order to simplify bidirectional FSI problem with heat transfer we avoided modelling of heat transfer phenomena and supposed uniform in-plane temperature distribution over the inner and outer surfaces of the channel wall and linear temperature distribution throughthe-thickness. We use term thermal load in this text in the sense of temperature distribution over the structure and disregard heat transferring mechanisms which led to temperature increase. Introducing a parameter (T inn -T out ) as a difference of temperature of inner (T inn ) and outer (T out ) surface of channel wall, the different thermal load cases are distinguished. As much first assumption seems reasonable, the second one appears to be a rough one regarding non-uniform temperature distribution over the surfaces of the channel. If it is objective to achieve accurate heat exchange between fluid and structure, the requirements of y+ = ~1 and 10 to 15 nodes in the boundary layer [6, 21, 27] has to be fulfilled.
These demands results in very dense fluid mesh thus long computational time. The mesh densities of both models, structural and fluid one, is parameterized by the mesh density factor, F dm , that defines the number of elements which lie at the channel's edges of interest, thus enabling node matching on the solid/fluid domain interface, but not satysfaying y+ requirements.
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Structural modeling
The FEM, displacement approach, was implemented in structural domain discretization using an 8-node quadrilateral shell finite element (SHELL93) with six degrees of freedom at each node. Normal to the centerplane of the element is assumed to remain straight after deformation, but not necessarily normal to the centerplane. Geometric and material nonlinearities were taken into account and it is assumed that temperature vary linearly through the tickness of the element. The logarithmic or Hencky strain measure is defined by using the right polar decomposition theorem and approximate 2 nd order accurate calculation [48] . The element matrices and load vectors are derived using an updated Lagrangian formulation taking into account stress stiffness matrix contribution to the tangential stiffness matrix. The clasical bilinear kinematic hardening rate-independent plasticity material model was implemented whit Von Misses yeld criterion and Rice's hardening rule [49] . Full Newton-Raphson method was used to solve obtained set of linearized equations. Half-symmetry was imposed in the vertical cross-section of the channel in order to reduce the size of the structural model. The FE structural model has clamped edges at inlet, outlet and at the cross-section x = 1.875 m, the x-position of the beginning of the section 2, fig. 1(a) .
Flow modeling
The unsteady numerical simulations of air flow through the deformable channel with inlet velocity of 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 m/s were performed. The computational domain was discretized with a structured grid of finite volumes. The incompressible unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations in their conservative form and the mass conservation equations for Newtonian fluid are solved. For closure of this system of equations, two additional equations based on shear stress transport turbulence (SST) model of Menter are used [50, 51] . The SST model uses a turbulence/frequency based k-ω model [52] near the wall and k-ε model [53] in the bulk flow. The governing equations were discretized by the backward Euler implicit scheme. Algebraic multigrid accelerated incomplete lower upper factorization technique was applied for solving the discrete system of linearized equations [54] . Because of movement of the interface between domains, discretized equations are extended to allow for non-zero grid velocity and non-constant control volume [55] . Moving grid is simulated using the boundary conforming method [20] and Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation [56] for the grid velocity. The mesh deformation was determined by the mesh stiffness which was specified to be inversely proportional to the wall distance in order to mitigate the mesh distortion close to the wall region [7] . The grid dimensions affect the precision of the results since the pressure values on the inner surface of the wall are integrated to calculate forces which induce the plate displacement [5] . The no-slip boundary condition at the walls, a constant average static pressure at the outlet and symmetry at the center plane in the flow direction are imposed. In order to start with initial condition of fully-developed flow, a separate steady-state simulations of flow through the channel with non-deformable walls, but with inlet extended 15 with of the channel along the upstream direction, is carried out imposing the velocity of the fluid of 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 m/s. The results of all numerically calculated flow parameters are transferred as the initial flow field into CFX solver input files of the remaining FSI cases and accordingly interpolated into numerical grid of the flow domain.
Coupled flow-structural modeling
The equations of fluid dynamics and structural dynamics are coupled by the requirements that position and velocity of the points of structure and of fluid model, coinciding at the interface surface, are the same [10, 14, 18, 19] . An iterative code coupling procedure, a timedomain partitioned solution approach [9] is used. The temporal and spatial discretization of nonlinear differential equations that model the behaviour of fluid and structure are solved independently [9, 14] . The field solvers advance through a sequence of multi-field time steps and stagger (coupling) iterations within each time step. During the stagger iteration each field solver collects the loads that it required from the other field solver and then solves its physics fields. The CSD code collects the interface meshes from the CFD code, does the mapping and communicates time and stagger loop controls [49, 57] . The bucket search algorithm and profile preserving interpolation method are used for load transfer process. The ANSYS and ANSYS CFX codes transfer loads to each other in specified synchronization point [49] . Within each step in time step loop, the field solutions are repeated in stagger loop until convergence. Global convergence is checked after the load transfer complete and in the case that convergence condition is not achieved another stagger loop is performed. The co-ordinate system is Cartesian with origin placed in the centre of the inlet cross-section, x-axis oriented toward outlet centre position and z-axis placed in vertical plane forming angle of 170 degrees with direction of gravitation. A total of 136 parameterized numerical FSI simulations were done. Temperature of inner surface of channel's wall, varied in the range 170-700 o C, the difference in temperatures of inner T inn and outer T out surface of channel's wall, were in the range 0-600 °C, the inlet velocity, V in , in the range 10-30 m/s and mesh density factor, F md , took the values 1-3 [-] .
Fuzzy logic models
The crisp values obtained from the FSI numerical simulations were taken as the input and output variable for the FL modelling. A three fuzzy inference models denoted as M1, M2, and M3 are built in order to predict results of FSI numerical simulations for different values of input parameters T inn , (T inn -T out ), F md , and V in . Output parameter of the models M1 and M2 is static pressure drop (P inlet -P outlet ), while from the model M3 is maximum values of Von Misses stresses in the wall of channel, σ VMmax . Output data set of models M2 and M3 is based on the results of 52 numerical simulations for constant value of input parameter V in = 30 m/s. Model M1 is constructed on the whole set of 136 FSI numerical simulations.
Input fuzzy set is mapped [35] using normalized membership functions of the triangular shape [36] . Mamdani-type fuzzy inference [38] is applied. The membership functions of model M1 are presented on figs. 3 and 2(c) and 2(d). Membership function of model M2 are presented on fig. 2(a)-(d) , and for model M3 on fig. 2(a) -(c), and (e). The number of KB rules constructed for models M1, M2, and M3 is 232, 104, and 52, respectively. The rules were manually constructed and weighted average based on the characteristics of the input set. The centroid method for defuzzification was used in order to assure a linear interpolation of the output between the rules [40] . An Sugeno-type fuzzy inference model S was developed on three triangle-type membership functions per each of the input variables, 81 output membership function of constant-type for output variable (P inlet -P outlet ) and the same number of KB rules. The final output of the system is weighted averaged [41] .
Based on the model S, three additional ANFIS models were developed (AN1, AN2, and AN3), whose membership function parameters were tuned (adjusted) using a input/output data set of model S, back propagation method for the parameters associated with the input membership functions and least squares estimation for the parameters associated with the output membership functions. In order to keep representativeness of the data sets used for validation during models construction, the selected set of 96 case data were used for training while two different sets of 20 data cases were selected for testing and checking purpose [42] [43] [44] . Model AN1 has three triangle-type membership functions per input variable and constant type output membership function. Model AN2 is the same as model AN1 except that has output membership function of linear type. Model M3 has five triangle-type membership functions for all input variable except for input variable F md which has three triangle-type membership functions. The MATLAB software [58] was used for development of FL models, determination of parameters and KB, calculation and review of the results.
Results of calculation and discusion
Following notation of numerical FSI set-ups will be used in the remaining of the paper: V30F20T500dT200 means that numerical case with imposed inlet velocity V in = 30 m/s, grid density factor F gm = 2.0, temperature of inner surface of the plate T inn = 500 °C, difference in temperatures T inn -T out = 200 °C is under consideration.
Results of numerical simulation of the structural model under gravity load only are presented in fig. 4 . Gravity load on the middle-plane of horizontal plates is equal to P g = tρg = 765 Pa, where t is the plate thickness, ρ -the density, and g -the gravity acceleration. The peak of bow shape of the horizontal plates in the section 1 reach 2% of the plate thickness, fig. 4(b) . Transverse gravity load create bending moments along the edge of connections of vertical and horizontal plane inducing two-half-wave-type deformation of the vertical plates, fig. 4(a) .
Results of numerical simulation of the structural model under thermal and gravity load only for four different loads cases defined by T inn and (T inn -T out ) are presented in fig. 5 . The horizontal plates deforms into different shapes starting from 3-half wave-type in the x-direction on the lower temperature similar to first bifurcation mode shape of (170 °C and 300 °C, fig. 5 (a) and (b), to the complex two-half way type of deformation on the higher temperatures, fig. 5 (c) and (d). The horizontal plates of section 3 deforms always into one-half wave-type shape similar to lowest buckling mode shape of the simply-supported plate [47] . The effect of temperature difference (T inn -T out ) on the structure behaviour, i. e. when outer surface of plate is colder than inner one, could not be satisfactory explained. It seems that it results in bending of plate toward the hotter surface, figs. 5(c) and (d), but this conclusion is not straightforward since plate behaviour is in the same time affected by compound effects of T inn level, boundary condition of plate as well as simultaneous influence of neighbouring plates. The example is deflection shape of horizontal plates in the section 3 shown in fig. 5(b) .
Displacements of nodes positioned in the symmetry plane of deformed channel for three load cases having the same value T inn = 300 °C but different (T inn -T out ) is presented in fig. 6 . One can see that horizontal plates of section 1 change the shape of deflection from three half-wave like form for the (T inn -T out ) = 0 on the two-half-wave like form for the higher values of (T inn -T out ). Displacements in z-axis direction of the four peek nodes of model case V30F20T300dT0 during the loading process are presented in fig. 7 . The level of introduced load relates to load tracking parameter (horizontal axis) which identifies load steps and substeps applied. If 100% of the load is applied incrementally, the value of the load tracking parameter at the end of the load step is 100, so graph in fig. 7 presents deflection vs. load fig. 6 . In this case, plates deforms in the three half-wave like shape similar to one presented in fig. 5(b) .
Displacement notations are: UZ_Node 1 -displacement of the Node 1, tip point of the first (from left to right) half-wave of section 1 upper plate; UZ_Node 2 -displacement of the Node 2, tip point of the second half-wave, etc. Load -deflection curves shows no buckling. They follow stable, but softened non-linear behaviour typical to geometrically imperfect plate [47] .
Results of numerical simulation for load case of fully developed flow through not deformed channel, with no gravity and temperature load, are presented in tab. 1. The value of maximal (P stmax ), minimal (P stmin ), and area averaged (P stave ) static pressure at the fluid-upper horizontal plate of the section 1 interface, fig.  1(a) , is presented for different values of inlet velocity V in . The value of P stave is almost mean of the values P stmax and P stmin indicating close to uniform-type of static pressure distribution over the plate area. With the increase of V in the value of P stave increase up to the level of one half of P g thus becoming a significant impact on formation of shapes in which plate deforms. The results of the fully coupled FSI numerical simulation of the pressure distribution over the same upper horizontal plate in the section 1 are present in tab. 2. As a consequence of the plate deflection, static pressure distribution over the interfacing surface between the structural and fluid model is highly non-uniform, locally reaching the values close to the gravity load. Flow domain geometry change according to deformation of the channel and results in new in-domain distribution of the flow parameters, different comparing to nondeformed channel. One example is distribution of velocity component in the z-direction (velocity w) in plane of symmetry of the nondeformed channel with V in =10 m/s, presented in fig. 8(a) , while for model with V in =10 m/s, T inn = 494 °C, (T inn -T out ) = 362 °C is given in fig. 8(b) .
An increase in difference of mass averaged static pressures over inlet (P mfa inlet ) and outlet (P mfa outlet ) against the whole range of velocities as well polynomial fit of the data is given in fig. 9 . The presented values are the minimum from each subset of (P mfa inlet --P mfa outlet ) that relates to observed velocity, i. e. this is bounding curve in the sense that calculated pressure drop is always lower. The pressures are averaged according to formula P mfa = Σ(mP)/Σm, where P represents variable being averaged and m represents the local mass flow. Each summation term is evaluated on, and corresponds to, a node on the area of averaging (inlet or outlet). The mass flow for each term is derived from summing contributions from the surrounding integration points [57] . The mass averaged pressure drop is than calculated (P mfa inlet -P mfa outlet ).
Among the others parameters, velocity and pressure distribution were used in numerical FSI fluid flow simulation as initial condition taken from the results of previous CFD simulation of flow through the non-deformed channel. Gravity and thermal load were incrementally imposed into structural model of FSI simulation . Pressure drop (P mfa inlet -P mfa outlet ) through the channel through load step sequence. Since both CFD and CSD solvers exchange values of loads and displacements calculated until the time point wen exchange take place, additional investigation should be done in order to check the influence of the order and manner of loading on the final results of FSI simulation [25, 26, 47] .
Results of FSI calculated pressure drop (P inlet -P outlet ) FSI , as well as results of calculation of Mamdany's fuzzy inference model M2 output parameter for the input velocity of V in = 30 m/s are presented in fig. 10(a) . The results of calculation of maximal values of Von Misses stresses in the deformed structure, σ VMFSImax , for the case of input velocity of V in = 30 m/s and prediction of σ VMFISmax by using model M3 are presented in fig. 10(b) . Relative deviations of results predicted using model M2 and model M3, compared to results of FSI numerical simulation, are presented in fig. 10(c) . The bounding values of the relative deviation are -13.8...14.3% for (P inlet -P outlet ), and -12.5...12.5% for σ VMmax . Although results indicate that prediction of values σ VMmax seems a little bit poor, the trend of ANSYS structural computation is followed. As pointed in [36] the reasons for this could be found in the fact that stress distribution is highly non-linear. Additional reason is the pressure driven half-wave-like-shape deformation of the channel plates which determine position where σ VMmax appear. This is in the accordance with the conclusion given in [36] since sharp change in the stress values is strongly related to the position of the σ VMmax appearance namely on the shape of deflection and boundary condition. Comparing the results of FSI and FIS we see that parameter (P inlet -P outlet ) has been calculated with smaller deviation, with linear regression of presented data giving R 2 = 0.939 for model M1 and R 2 = 0.901 for model M2. In the case of parameter σ VMmax a larger deviation is observed, and value of R 2 = 0.624 is obtained ( fig. 11 ). Figure 12 presents relative deviation in prediction of (P inlet -P outlet ) obtained by using Mamdany-type model M1 and Sugeno-type model S compared to results of numerical FSI calculation. Both models predicted results of numerical FSI for higher values of inlet velocities with smaller relative deviation (-40% to 20%). For the lower values of V in relative deviation arise up to 80%, primarily due to insufficient number of data for lower V in and the fact that values of (P inlet -P outlet ) are smaller for lower values of V in inducing increase of value of relative error. The later also can be seen in fig. 11 (a) for the cases with (P inlet -P outlet ) falling in the range -50 Pa to 0 Pa. The linear regression of presented data give R 2 = 0.917, R 2 = 0.918, and R 2 = 0.940 for models AN1, AN2, and AN3, respectively. Figure 13 presents results of comparison of ANFIS and FSI calculations for each of ANFIS model. Comparing to Mamdani's and Sugeno fuzzy inference models, trained ANFIS models showed slightly better results in predicting value (P inlet -P outlet ) for the whole range of inlet velocity, V in . The increase in numbers of input membership functions enable lower average testing error, while using linear instead of constant type output membership function didn't show significant improvements. 
Conclusions
The subject of this paper is assessment of influence of structural deformation of one rectangular, thin walled, steel made, thermally loaded channel on air flow through it, and vice versa. In order to predict static pressure drop and maximum Von Misses stresses in the channel structure, problem is analysed following two approaches: (a) direct one by using a parameterized fully coupled FSI numerical simulation in the ANSYS and ANSYS CFX environment, and (b) inverse one, where soft computing models were developed on two different sets of the numerical results obtained from FSI for different values of four input parameters.
Results of numerical simulation of the structural model under only thermal load imposed are quite different than results of the fully coupled FSI analysis. The plates constituting the channel deforms on two and three half-wave manner unlike to one-wave first mode shapes of thermally-buckled simply supported plate. Load-deflection curves indicate that no buckling occurs but rather non-linear behaviour without well-defined buckling load typical for plates Values of static pressure acting on the inner surface of the deformed plate increase with the increase of velocity and locally could arise on the level of gravity load. Influence of deformed channel on the flow pattern is significant, especially for the case of higher thermal load when significant reduction of the cross-section appears locally.
It is confirmed that shape and level of deformation of thermally loaded channel interacting with fluid flow should be considered on two-way fully coupled way. Further analysis have to be performed in order to investigate if the system response is sensitive on the manner and order of combined thermal-gravity-pressure load introduction and initial condition assumption.
Comparing results obtained from different soft numerical calculations, one concludes that FL-based models can predict the results of FSI analysis within a reasonable accuracy limit and shorter computation time. Although FL-based models shows a better performance in predicting the static pressure drop than maximal Von Misses stress values, it is following the trend of results obtained by numerical FSI. The reason for showing this performance in predicting the maximal Von Misses stress values is due to the fact that the stress distributions are highly nonlinear. Trained ANFIS models showed better results in predicting value of (P inlet -P outlet ) comparing to Mamdani's and Sugeno fuzzy inference models, for the whole range of inlet velocities Vin. The average testing error of 3% for improved ANFIS model indicate that fuzzy logic models can be applied for prediction of the results of numerical FSI simulation.
While CPU time of a FSI analysis depends on element size, shape ratio, etc., the CPU processing time of the developed fuzzy logic models is almost independent of these parameters. It should be noted that CPU time of developed FL models is suitable for on-line implementations. 
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